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Introduction

In this document, we describe the implementation of the final demonstrator
scenario (described in D6.1.1) in MACSim simulation environment (described
in D1.2.1).
We present the supporting infrastructure required to implement the final
demonstrator scenario in MACSim. In particular, the objects and environmental support needed to implement the demonstrator scenario, such as magnetizable objects, cylindrical cans, fixed walls, and switch-triggered-doors, are
implemented and their interface are described in detail. Also, the demonstrator
scenario environment is created and a sample application example is provided.
The descriptions of objects and the specification of the environment are provided as an XML file which include modular support for the insertion and
removal of objects based on needs. This provides a great flexibility to the user,
and allows him to tailor the experimental environment according to his needs
with minimal effort.
Figures 1-4 show four snapshots of the demonstrator scenario (described in
detail in D6.1.1) implemented in MACSim.
Figure 5 show a snapshot of the environment that can be used for learning
basic affordances of liftability as described in D6.1.1.
In the rest of the document, we provide the technical details of the support
developed within MACSim for creating these scenarios.
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Figure 1: Demonstrator Scenario: Scene 1.
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Figure 2: Demonstrator Scenario: Scene 2.
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Figure 3: Demonstrator Scenario: Scene 3.
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Figure 4: Demonstrator Scenario: Scene 4.
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Figure 5: Learning of the liftability basic affordance.
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Environment Modeling

Since the aim is the direct transfer of robot control code, from simulator to real
world, modeling of the environment has crucial importance. Both the quality
in display and reality of physical interactions depend on many factors, like
illumination conditions, the details on object surfaces, material types, etc.
The environmental objects are designed mainly based on final demonstrator
scenario, and other ideas, where generated robot controllers could be tested.
The environment contains many qualitatively different objects. Some objects
are attached to the environment, and might be used for navigation experiments.
Pushability or liftability affordances might be studied with portable objects
around. Additionally, since our environment does not consist of only simple
geometries, like boxes or cylinders, composite objects are incorporated into the
environment. For example, bubble cola cans which are discussed in scenario
proposals, or real world objects like chairs or tables are constructed using basic
shapes. For learning the locomotion affordance that environment provides,
ramps are included into MACSim’s virtual world.
Except some special purpose objects like ramps, main distinction is in the
construction of the environmental bodies. While some objects have only one
simple geometrical shape, others are constructed from many different basic geometries. From now on, we will call the objects with one geometry as basic
objects, and one with more than one geometry as composite objects. The connections among the components are rigid, and the composite behaves as a single
body with single mass, and center of inertia. Figures 6, 7 show some basic and
composite object samples, that will be probably used during experiments. ODE
correctly simulates the generated forces between interacting composite objects.
However, there are some design considerations that should be obeyed when constructing composite objects, details are given in ODE’s documentation ( [1]).
Especially during learning experiments, access to exact environment state
would be required. Additionally, in successive trials, one would need to change
the objects around and their properties on-fly. Working in information-rich and
diverse environments is especially important in this project. For example, in
order to learn the stackability affordances in the environment, learning module
should be fed by objects, whose shapes and dimensions are changed between
trials. MACSim gives its user the ability to insert new objects into the environment, delete existing ones, and change the properties, all on-fly. One should
examine Simulation Control Interface functions, in D1.2.1, in order to learn the
details and limitations of MACSim’s object interfaces.
2.0.0.1 Simulation control interface and file loading The Simulation
Control Interface functions cannot be applied to some of the objects which are
loaded from XML files, that do not obey a certain structure. Environment is
constructed using XML file loading module. The accepted format of the XML
structure is given in D1.2.2 and all XML descriptions which obey this format
will be loaded in the virtual world.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Basic environment objects of MACSim are box, cylinder, and spheres.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Some composite environment objects of that can be used in demonstrator scenario. Firt object shows a cylinderical object (coke can) with bubble
top, and second shows a button structure, composed of two cylinderical geometries.

2.1

Objects

As described in previous section, general purpose objects may be either basic or
composite, depending on their geometries. In principle, there is no distinction
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<!-- Naming convention is not obeyed in <ID> tag-->
<IMPORT>
<ID>my_environment</ID>
<NAME>environment_objects1.xml</ID>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>environment_00</ID>
<NAME>environment_objects2.xml</ID>
</IMPORT>

Figure 8: The objects in both of the environments will be created in the virtual
world. However, while users are able to reach/modify/destroy the objects in
the second environment, they cannot access the objects in the first environment
because first one does not obey the naming conventions in importing phase.
between these two classes, and the interface functions applied to them.
2.1.0.2 Insertion to/deletion from the environment is possible for both
object types. While all basic objects can be created and destroyed during
simulation (on-fly), only means of creating composite objects are through XML
files. Instead of creating new composite object, user might change the location
of an already existing object, and change its dimensions.
Only objects that are included from environment XML files with correct
format, would be available for user manipulation. Appendix gives details of
the correct structure and hierarchy of object description files. The bodies and
geometries are loaded into the virtual world, if they obey the general rules of
file loading, explained in Appendix. However, if the structure will not follow
the hierarchy defined in Appendix , users cannot reach the exact data of these
bodies and geometries, and cannot change any property online. In general, when
new objects are required in the environment in XML format, it is recommended
to inspect already imported XML files and their hierarchy.
Additionally, any object can be reached through an interface function getObject (index),
and the geometry type of the objects and their components with getObjectGeometryType( ),
getComponentGeometryType(index)
Appendix gives the details and related functions. Furthermore, the different
insertion and deletion functions for different object types are explained in the
appendix.
2.1.0.3 Color/texture information of objects are extremely useful when
camera modality is used during perception. Thus, it is important to set new
colors to objects, and cover with different textures. MACSim provides methods
to learn the unique texture id (and its corresponding .bmp filename) of any
texture, or to change it with available textures during runtime. Figure 9 shows
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Figure 9: Textures might be changed during simulation on-fly.

some example objects from the demonstrator scenario, whose textures can be
changed with any image in bitmap format, during simulation.
Look at the setColor( ), setTexture( ) functions, which are detailed
in MACSim API in Appendix. The texture files should be in bitmap format,
and have resolution of 2n × 2n where n < 11.
2.1.0.4 Changing position/orientation of any object is supported in
MACSim. However, no additional check is performed regarding to possible
unstable conditions. Relocated objects may appear inside other objects or in
penetration with them. The behavior of the dynamics engine in such situations
is unpredictable, and whole program might collapse in an instant. Thus, users
should make their own collision check, prior to the use of these interface control
functions.
Look at the setPosition( ), setOrientation( ) functions, which are
detailed in MACSim API in Appendix.
2.1.0.5 Dynamic dimension change in objects is another supported functionality for both basic and composite bodies in MACSim. The former case is
straightforward, since basic objects include only one collision geometry. In order to access or change any dimension, user should check the geometry first, and
then call appropriate function specialized to that geometry type. Box, cylinder
and sphere bodies are all handled in this way. Setting dimensions of composite
objects is a more complex process, since they are constructed from many objects with different collision geometries. To access and change dimension of any
component, users should find the geometry type of that component, and call
the appropriate method for that geometry. Besides its complexity, since relative
positions of components cannot be changed in the current version of MACSim,
dimension changing might not used as conveniently as in basic objects’ case.
Figure 10 shows the results of various applications of dimension changes to a
composite object. As seen from the figure, the general shape of the body does

11
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: The results of dynamic dimension modifications will change the
overall shape when applied to composite objects.

not remain constant after dimensions of the components are modified.
Look at the setCylinderDimensions( ), setSphereDimensions( ),
setBoxDimensions( ) functions, defined for both basic geometries, and components of composite geometries, detailed in MACSim API in Appendix.
2.1.0.6 Weight and density is realistically modeled by underlying physics
engine in MACSim. These properties might appear as invariant features for various affordances, like pushability and liftability. The heavy objects are difficult
to push, if it is not circular in rotation direction, and the friction with surface
is not so low. Likewise, although magnetizable, some objects may be so heavy
that magnetic arm could not lift them. Figure 11 shows a hypothetical scenario,
where blue objects are too heavy and learning module should extract the color
as invariant feature. Setting mass of the objects without changing their volumes
will refer to direct changes in densities, and vice versa. Providing the ability to
change the weight and density of objects gives users the ability to model the
environment more realistically, since different real world objects have different
densities. In the current version of this simulator, although direct setting of

12
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: The density and weight are important object features for certain
affordances. For example, the density of blue colored object is very large, so
although it has same dimensions with the smaller red object, magnetic arm
cannot lift the blue one. Likewise, since large objects have large weights, motor
power of the arm is insufficent for large red object. All this dynamics is handled
by the underlying physics engine.
mass is correctly modeled, mass computation is not performed in high fidelity
when densities of composite objects are changed.
Look at the setMass( ), setDensity( ) functions which are detailed in
MACSim API in Appendix.
2.1.0.7 Force and torque that accumulated over any object can be extracted by using appropriate Simulation Control Interface functions. Additionally, for different purposes, users are able to set momentary forces from different
directions.
Look at the setForce( ), setTorque( ) functions which are detailed in
MACSim API in Appendix.
2.1.0.8 Velocity of any object can be obtained or changed by the given
interface functions. When absolute linear velocity for a particular body is set,
the object will try to move in the given direction with constant speed. The
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Figure 12: Interaction of the robot with circular fixed obstacles.

collision situations are not tested, and most probably unstabilities will occur,
if this function is used carelessly.
The interface functions for force and velocity control have no direct relationship with project’s foreseen scenarios. This functions are included into the
package since ODE gives support for these, and it would be useful for later
applications.
Look at the setLinearVelocity( ), setAngularVelocity( ) functions
which are detailed in MACSim API in Appendix.

2.2

Fixed objects

Obstacles are modeled as fixed objects in MACSim. They are attached to the
environment, thus it is impossible to relocate them during simulations, based
on physical laws. They can only be replaced by using appropriate Simulation
Control Interface functions, which corresponds to human intervention to the
environment in real world conditions. Obstacles might be in form of both
basic geometric shapes, like boxes or cylinders, or they might be constructed
as composite objects.
In Figure 12, some fixed objects are demonstrated. They might be used
as circular small obstacles to be used in navigation experiments. Moreover,
perception of traversability of the passages might be tested by modeling walls,
joists and doorsteps as fixed objects as shown in Figure 13.
In the current version of the software, interface functions do not support
relocation or reorientation of fixed objects, if they are constructed as composites. Since users cannot create composite objects on-the-fly, and cannot change
the positions of already imported ones, utilization of fixed composite bodies
would be limitted. They might solely be used as ‘constant features’ of the
environment, like walls. Instead of composite obstacles, portable objects with
high densities might be employed, during experiments. In this way, it would be
impossible to move the obstacles modeled as portable objects, since robot has
limited power.

14
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: The interaction of the robot with different fixed objects, which
simulate low and high steps, and a joist.
Look at the createFixedCylinderObject( ), createFixedBoxObject(),
createFixedSphereObjec( ), destroyFixedObjects( ) functions which are
detailed in MACSim API in Appendix.

2.3

Portable objects

These objects are not attached to any body or surface, thus free to move around.
Their behaviors are determined according to physical laws when any interaction with other bodies occurs. As in the case of fixed objects, they can be
constructed by one basic object, or a number of basic geometries which are
combined to form one solid composite portable object. Different perception
and action experiments regarding to the provided affordances in the environment are possible with portable objects in various positions, orientations and
shapes.
In Figure 14, the locomotion affordance of the environment with a cylinder
object in different orientations is tested. Not only shape but also other properties of objects are very important, like mass and friction with the surface. All
these factors could be embedded into MACSim’s virtual world as described in
Section 2.1.
As described in D1.2.2, defining new material types and parameters for
certain materials is supported through XML files. Either imported objects or

15
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Pushability affordance of an environment object, with a circular
portable object, in different orientations.
dynamically created ones might be assigned to certain materials, thus modeling
differences in real world objects.
Since some features of KURT3D are not directly supported by the underlying physics engine, we should simulate them by employing existing ODE features. The details of crane arm lifting and magnetization process are presented
in D1.2.1. The magnetizability of objects are set in <USER_APPS> tag, if they
are loaded from XML files, or through Simulator Control Interface functions
when they are created during simulation on fly.
Look at the createPortableCylinderObject( ), createPortableBoxObject( ),
createPortableSphereObject( ), destroyPortableObjects( ) functions which
are detailed in MACSim API in Appendix.

2.4

Ramps

Although not included in the currect version of the demonstrator scenario,
ramps are useful when locomotion affordances of surfaces are studied. These
objects are attached to the ground in current version of the MACSim, so it is
impossible to change its location by pushing it. Since currently ramps could
not be created on fly during simulation, only way to insert a ramp into the
environment is by importing a ramp object via XML file loading module. After
inserting it, you can change its location, or change its dimensions like width or
height. The slope of the ramp, and its width determines the affordance of the
climbability of its surface. Since the maximum torque of motors in the wheels
are modeled, and center of mass is correctly set automatically, physics engine
is responsible from the dynamics of the system, when robot is climbing a ramp.
No additional intervention is required as in magnetization case. Figure 15 shows
interaction of the robot with the ramp object included into the environment.
Although ramps are created from boxes, they are not defined and represented by dimensions in x, y, z axis. They have special properties like width,
height, depth and angle. Using appropriate interface functions, which are given
in Appendix, one might obtain the dimensions of the ramp, its width, height,
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Figure 15: Interaction of the robot with ramp.

depth, and slant angle.

2.5

Automatic doors

The final demonstrator scenario, as described in Deliverable 6.1.1, includes a
door which is opened when the corresponding switch is triggered. This mechanism is provided in MACSim, by a door-switch composite structure, which
is shown in Figure 16. Here, the switch is virtually connected to the door,
and whenever it is triggered, the door will be opened. Currently, the door is
modeled with two non-colliding box geometries, where a prismatic joint is used
to simulate the sliding behavior. Additionally, if required later, it is easy to
extend the opening behavior to classical doors with hinges, by only changing
the constraint type in XML description file.
Switches are modelled using three basic geomerties, where bottom part is
a box which is fixed to the ground. The upper thin box platform and cylinder
component in the middle are modelled by a composite geometry, and a prismatic
joint is used to connect this composite body to the base box. The button
triggering mechanism is simulated by motorizing this prismatic joint, where a
persistent internal force is used to simulate a spring behavior in this switch.
Whenever another object is placed on the platform of the button, it will exert
a force downwards, and if this force is greater than the internal force of the
motorized prismatic joint, the platform will lower, and door opening is triggered.
If the weight of the object is not sufficient to lower the platform, the switch is
not triggered. Figure 17 shows both of the situations. Since the dynamics of
the switch is completely handled by the underlying physics engine, the force of
the motorized joint is set through XML files1 . Therefore, one should change
this force value, in order to set the minimum weight of the object which can
trigger the switch. For example, currently a 0.5 of force is set in slider joint of
switch, in <MAXFORCE> tag, and the button can be triggered by objects, whose
mass is greater than 0.05.
1

Included in button XML file, BUTTON SLIDER joint’s <MAX FORCE> tag
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Figure 16: This figure demonstrates the implemented switch and door structure.

All the properties, like colors, dimensions, the global and relative positions of
the door-switch structure are defined in corresponding XML files. See Appendix
for detailed explanations of these files.
In default, the switch is triggered when it is pressed vertically. However,
since it’s design is very flexible, it can be placed in any orientation. Figure 18
shows a horizontally placed switch, where robot’s own body is used to trigger
it. Users are free to place the switch anywhere, however they should stabilize
the base part, by sticking it to another object. For example, a button might
be placed on the surface of a wall vertically, by using some static joint which
behaves like a cement between switch and the wall.
A number of supervisor interface functions are provided to access and modify
various properties of the automatic door. The list of the functions and their
detailed descriptions are provided in Appendix. For example, one could change
the dimensions of both fixed and moving parts of the door. Additionally, it
is possible to change the positions of both button and doors. Since during
learning trials, the exact information of the environment might be required (ie.
to decide the success of the behavior), the information regarding to the state
of the switch and door are ready for use as well.

2.6

Summary

In summary, an elegant interface is provided for MACSim users, who needs
access to the exact environment state, or change it, especially during learning
trials. Table 1 summarizes the capabilities and limitations of these functions

18
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17: In (a) the object is not heavy enough to lower the button’s platform,
and in (d), the object’s weight enables triggering of the switch, and opening of
the door. (b) and c are internal states of the weight object sitation
for different objects.

An application program is written, which demonstrates the usage of most
of these Simulation Interface Control functions. Appendix gives details of this
application program, distributed in MACSim package.
Additionally, in order to apply these functions to the objects, which are imported from XML description files, one should obey the structure and hierarchy
of these files. Otherwise, the objects are created in simulator, but it would be
impossible to access them.

19
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18: The switch may be placed in any orientation using XML files, without changing source code. Robot’s own body is used to trigger the mechanism
in this snapshot.

Load from XML
Create dynamically
Destroy dynamically
Change dimensions
Change position
Change orientation
Change color/texture
Change mass/density
Change mass/density
Set force/torque
Change magnetizability

Portable
basic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Portable
composite
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
Yes (NT)
Yes

Fixed
basic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes (NT)

Fixed
composite
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
NA
Yes (NT)

Table 1: The list of Simulation Control Interface functions, and their support
for different objects in the environment.
NA: Not Applicable. NT: Not Tested thoroughly.

Ramp

Door

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
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3
3.1

Appendix
Loading Final Demonstrator Scenario

World description files of the final demonstrator scenario are uploaded to Gibson
CVS server in XML format. In any application program, loading these XML
files is straightforward, you only need to specify World XML file
(DemoWorld_v1.xml). All objects, including robot and door-switch structure
will be loaded hierarchically into MACSim. The details of file loading are
presented in Deliverable 1.2.1. Additionally, in the next section, an extended
version of MACSim’s file hierarchy is given.
In order to import the scenario world file, you should simply use -load
command line argument:
> examples/interfaceTest/obj/interfaceTest -load DemoWorld_v1.xml
All scenario related XML files are imported from
macsim/Resources/DemoEnvironment_v1/ directory except DemoWorld_v1.xml
which resides in Resources directory.

3.2

XML File Hierarchy for Demonstrator Scenario

The required hierarchy of XML description files and constraints on naming of
identification tags are described in detail in Deliverable 1.2.1. The structure of
the description files, which represent basic and composite objects, and ramps are
provided in this document. One should examine Section 5.3 in that deliverable
carefully, if he/she needs to change the environment. In order to complete our
discussion on environment components, this section will present the details of
automatic door related XML file structures.
The general hierarchy and naming constraints are demonstrated in Figure 19. The names represent the identifications, specified between <ID> . . . </ID>
tags, which are imported by <IMPORT> . . . </IMPORT> tag structure.
3.2.0.9 Including doors from world description file There exists a
container (ie. named doors.xml), where all door-switch composite structures
are imported from. This file is loaded from world XML file, through the constrained identification tag <ID>doors</ID>.
—World.xml—
<IMPORT>
<ID>doors</ID>
<NAME>doors/doors.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>

3 APPENDIX
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Figure 19: Hierarchy of the MACSim world description files. Since door XML
files are not included in Deliverable 1.2.1, full hierarchy is redrawn.
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At most 100 automatic doors could be imported from container XML file,
and the naming should obey <ID>door_%02d</ID> format.
—doors/door.xml—
<IMPORT>
<ID>door_00</ID>
<NAME>doors/door_switch.xml</NAME>
<POS>0,0,0</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
<IMPORT>
<ID>door_01</ID>
<NAME>doors/door_switch.xml</NAME>
<POS>2,0,-2</POS>
<ROT>0,0,0</ROT>
</IMPORT>
XML file, which represent door-switch composite structure, simply imports
door and switch xml files. Their names are important here, the id of the button
file and door file should be <ID>switch_component</ID> and <ID>door_component</ID>
respectively. The relative positions and orientations of these components are
adjusted in this file.

3.3

Example Applications

Deliverable 1.2.1 contains explanations for two example applications, namely
helloKurt and interfaceTest. We added a new application, dynamicObjectTest,
which includes a large number of examples from supervisory environment interface functions.

3.4

dynamicObjectTest

This application allows testing manipulation of objects in simulation using supervisor interfaces. It includes many functions that can be applied to different
types of objects. There is at least one function for each object type, where property changes are applied during simulation. For example, object dimensions,
positions or colors are modified online. In other examples, objects with simple
geometries are created and destroyed dynamically during simulation. However,
in order to manipulate more complex objects like doors or ramps, one should
import them from corresponding XML description files.
Unlike other applications, the executable takes an integer as a command
line argument for demonstration of different supervisor functions. Table 2 summarizes the usage of this application.
$ examples/dynamicObjectTest/obj/dynamicObjectTest #n
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Argument
1
2
3
4

Demonstator function
TestObjectCreateAndDestroy( )
TestChangeObjectProperties( )
TestCompositeObjects( )
TestRampFunctions( )

Table 2: First command line argument values and sample functions regarding
to the usage of various environment supervisor functions.
TestObjectCreateAndDestroy: This function shows how to create and destroy different objects. Created objects are manipulated by other supervisor
functions, ie. they are relocated and recolored.
TestChangeObjectProperties: This function is used to manipulate objects
with simple geometries. First all objects in the environment are destroyed.
Then, new objects are created, and their positions, sizes, dimensions, and orientations are changed. Additionally, some momentary forces are applied, which
caused the objects move.
TestCompositeObjects: Composite objects in the environment are manipulated. Their positions, colors, textures and sizes are changed. It is demonstrated that, when dimensions of the components are changed, the overall shape
is not preserved.
TestRampFunctions: Ramp manipulating supervisor interface functions are
demonstrated in this function. If any ramp is loaded from XML environment
description files, they are first relocated. Then their color and textures are
changed, and at last their dimensions are printed out.
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SimulatorInterface Class Reference
Detailed Description

See also:
MacsSimulator
Public Types
enum CameraMode
Public Member Functions
virtual void setRobotController (int idx, KurtControlInterface ∗controller)=0
virtual int getObjectCount (void)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ getObject (int
index)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ createCylinderPortableObject (double pos[3], double radius, double height, string
userData=””)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ createBoxPortableObject (double pos[3], double dims[3], string userData=””)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ createSpherePortableObject (double pos[3], double radius, string userData=””)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ createCylinderFixedObject (double pos[3], double radius, double height, string userData=””)=0
virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface ∗ createBoxFixedObject (double pos[3], double dims[3], string userData=””)=0
virtual int destroyObject (int objectListIndex)=0
virtual int destroyObjects (string userData)=0
virtual int destroyAllObjects (void)=0
virtual int destroyAllPortableObjects (void)=0
virtual int destroyAllFixedObjects (void)=0
virtual int getFirstObjectIndex (string userData)=0
virtual vector< int > getObjectIndexList (string userData)=0
virtual void registerRobotType (string type, string paramTag, RobotFactoryInterface ∗creator)=0
virtual int getDoorCount (void)=0
virtual SimulationDoorObjectInterface ∗ getDoor (int index)=0
3.5.2

Member Enumeration Documentation

3.5.2.1 enum SimulatorInterface::CameraMode
Camera mode type.
In ’MouseOnly’ mode only mouse is used to navigate. By pressing left
switch, camera pan and tilt angles can be changed. By pressing right switch,
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camera can be moved in x,z (ground plane) this motion is relative to the direction camera facing. Up/down motion allows moving towards looking direction
and left/right motion allows motion perpendicular to the looking direction. By
pressing middle switch, camera can be moved in x,y plane. up/down motion
raises camera in y direction and left/right motion works the same as the right
switch.
In ’MouseKeyboard’ mouse in combination with keyboard is used. Mouse
functions the same with the ’MouseOnly’ mode. Additionally keyboard is utilized. ’w’,’a’,’s’ and ’d’ keys allow motion in ground plane. ’w’ moves the
camera toward camera direction, ’s’ moves camera away from camera direction,
’a’ moves camera to left and ’d’ moves camera to right.
In ’FixedFollow’ mode the position of camera can be changed by the mouse
but the camera always faces the robot.
In ’Follow’ mode the camera follows the robot, without changing relative
direction and distance to robot and keeping the focus on the robot. Mouse
interaction is allowed but the code will try to conform constraints explained
above.
In ’Inside’ mode the camera is fixed inside the robot. No interaction is
allowed in this camera mode.
In ’LeftCamera’ mode the camera is fixed inside the left camera of the robot.
In ’RightCamera’ mode the camera is fixed inside the right camera of the
robot.
In ’Manual’ mode the camera must be moved by user.
3.5.3

Member Function Documentation

3.5.3.1 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::createBoxFixedObject (double pos[3], double dims[3], string
userData = "")[pure virtual]
Create a Cylinderical immobile Obstacle, and insert it into the world.
Creates a fixed box object/obstacle with specified arguments, and inserts it
into environmentObjectList.
Obstacles, different from other objects, do not have physical bodies. Only
a collision geometry, box in this case, is included and simulated for collision
detection and handling.
Default color is gray, later you can set color for this object
See also:
SimulationObjectInterface::setColor()(p. 35) , SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture()(p. 37)
SimulatorInterface::destroyObject()(p. 28)
Returns:
a pointer to the created box object. Using this, you can change the properties of the object.
See also:
MacsSimulator::createBoxFixedObject()
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3.5.3.2 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::createBoxPortableObject (double pos[3], double dims[3],
string userData = "")[pure virtual]
Create a Box Object, and insert it into the world.
Creates a box object with specified arguments, and inserts it into environmentObjectList.
Default color is gray
Default density is 0.1 kg/L (100 kg/m∧ 3)
See also:
DEFAULT DENSITY
SimulationObjectInterface::setColor()(p. 35), SimulationObjectInterface::setDensity(), SimulationObjectInterface::setMass(), SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture()(p. 37)
SimulatorInterface::destroyObject()(p. 28)
Returns:
a pointer to the created box object. Using this, you can change the properties of the object.
See also:
MacsSimulator::createBoxPortableObject()
3.5.3.3 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::createCylinderFixedObject (double pos[3], double radius,
double height, string userData = "")[pure virtual]
Create a Cylinderical immobile Obstacle, and insert it into the world.
Creates a fixed cylinder object/obstacle with specified arguments, and inserts it into environmentObjectList.
Obstacles, different from other objects, do not have physical bodies. Only a
collision geometry, cylinder in this case, is included and simulated for collision
detection and handling.
Default color is gray, later you can set color for this object
See also:
SimulationObjectInterface::setColor()(p. 35) ∗ SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture()(p. 37)
SimulatorInterface::destroyObject()(p. 28)
Returns:
a pointer to the created cylinder object. Using this, you can change the
properties of the object.
See also:
MacsSimulator::createCylinderFixedObject()
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3.5.3.4 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::createCylinderPortableObject (double pos[3], double radius, double height, string userData = "")[pure virtual]
Create a Cylinderical Object, and insert it into the world.
Creates a cylinder object with specified arguments, and inserts it into environmentObjectList.
Default color is gray, later you can set color for this object
Default density is 0.1 kg/L (100 kg/m∧ 3),
See also:
DEFAULT DENSITY
Be careful, cylinders whose mass is more than 10 kg might have unstable behavior
See also:
SimulationObjectInterface::setColor()(p. 35), SimulationObjectInterface::setDensity(), SimulationObjectInterface::setMass(), SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture()(p. 37)
SimulatorInterface::destroyObject()(p. 28)
Returns:
a pointer to the created box object. Using this, you can change the properties of the object.
See also:
MacsSimulator::createCylinderPortableObject()
3.5.3.5 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::createSpherePortableObject (double pos[3], double radius,
string userData = "")[pure virtual]
Create a Spherical Object, and insert it into the world.
Creates a sphere object with specified arguments and inserts it into environmentObjectList.
Default color is gray
Default density is 0.1 kg/L (100 kg/m∧ 3)
See also:
DEFAULT DENSITY
SimulationObjectInterface::setColor()(p. 35), SimulationObjectInterface::setDensity(), SimulationObjectInterface::setMass(), SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture()(p. 37)
SimulatorInterface::destroyObject()(p. 28)
Returns:
a pointer to the created sphere object. Using this, you can change the
properties of the object.
See also:
MacsSimulator::createBoxPortableObject()
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3.5.3.6 virtual int SimulatorInterface::destroyAllFixedObjects (void)[pure
virtual]
destroy all the obstacles in the environment
Destroy all the obstacles in the environment
Returns:
number of objects deleted
See also:
MacsSimulator::destroyAllFixedObjects()
3.5.3.7 virtual int SimulatorInterface::destroyAllObjects (void)[pure
virtual]
destroy all the objects in the environment
Destroy all the objects in the environment
See also:
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::destroyAllPortableObjects(), SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::destroyAllFixedObjects()
Returns:
0 if unsuccessful, 1 if successfully deleted
See also:
MacsSimulator::destroyAllObjects()
3.5.3.8 virtual int SimulatorInterface::destroyAllPortableObjects (void)[pure
virtual]
destroy all the portable obstacles in the environment
Destroy all the portable obstacles in the environment
Returns:
number of objects deleted
See also:
MacsSimulator::destroyAllPortableObjects()
3.5.3.9 virtual int SimulatorInterface::destroyObject (int objectListIndex)[pure virtual]
Destroys the indexed object from environmentObjectList .
Destroy the indexed object from environmentObjectList . Object is destroyed by itself. Additionally deletion of objects by this way, graphics of the
object is deleted from the list, and then destroyed.
Be careful, since indexes are changed (shifted) after deletion
See also:
SimulatorInterface::destroyAllObjects()(p. 28)
Returns:
1 if successful, 0 if unsuccessful
See also:
MacsSimulator::destroyObject()
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3.5.3.10 virtual int SimulatorInterface::destroyObjects (string userData)[pure virtual]
Destroy a single or a group of object, whose userData are common.
Based on a userData criteria, delete a single or group of objects from environment. Both fixed and portable ones will be deleted.
Returns:
count of deleted objects
See also:
MacsSimulator::destroyObjects()
3.5.3.11 virtual SimulationDoorObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::getDoor (int index)[pure virtual]
Get a door-switch composite object from the list of door objects, based on
its index.
Parameters:
index is the index of the door in the doorObjectList .
Returns:
a pointer to the desired object, by which one can change modify various
properties. 0 if index is invalid
See also:
MacsSimulator::getDoor()
3.5.3.12 virtual int SimulatorInterface::getDoorCount (void)[pure
virtual]
Get number of doors door in the environment.
Returns:
the total number of door-switch composite objects in the environment.
See also:
MacsSimulator::getDoorCount()
3.5.3.13 virtual int SimulatorInterface::getFirstObjectIndex (string
userData)[pure virtual]
Get index of the first object in the list with corresponding userData.
Get index of the first object in the list with corresponding userData This
function might be used to to access and modify/delete a unique object
Returns:
-1 if userData cannot be found in the list
See also:
MacsSimulator::getFirstObjectIndex()
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3.5.3.14 virtual SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::getObject (int index)[pure virtual]
Get an object from the list of objects, based on its index.
Parameters:
index is the index of the object in the objectList. Since both portable and
fixed objects are stored in the same list, this parameter may apply to
both object types.
Returns:
a pointer to the desired object, by which one can change modify various
properties. 0 if index is invalid
See also:
MacsSimulator::getObject()
3.5.3.15 virtual int SimulatorInterface::getObjectCount (void)[pure
virtual]
Get number of the objects in the environment.
Returns:
the total number of objects in the environment, including fixed and portable
ones.
See also:
MacsSimulator::getObjectCount()
3.5.3.16 virtual vector<int> SimulatorInterface::getObjectIndexList
(string userData)[pure virtual]
Get list of the indexes of objects whose userData is looked for \sa MacsSimulator::getObjectIndexList().
Get index list of objects with corresponding userData.
This function might be used to to access and modify objects. But BE
CAREFUL, iterative deletion of objects based on their indexes will result in
inconsistency, since the indexes of objects will be shifted after each deletion.
So, do not apply deletion operation based on returning list.
Returns:
index list of objects
3.5.3.17 virtual KurtRobotInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::getRobot
(int index)[pure virtual]
returns the kurt robot interface, where you can call the kurt idl, that will
also be implemented on the real robot
3.5.3.18 virtual SimulationRobotInterface∗ SimulatorInterface::getSimulationRobot (int index)[pure virtual]
returns the simulation robot interface, where you can call simulator specific
functions of the robot
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3.5.3.19 virtual void SimulatorInterface::registerRobotType (string
type, string paramTag, RobotFactoryInterface ∗ creator)[pure virtual]
Registers a new robot type to be used with simulator.
See also:
RegisteredRobotRecord
FileApp
RobotFactoryInterface
3.5.3.20 virtual void SimulatorInterface::setRobotController (int idx,
KurtControlInterface ∗ controller)[pure virtual]
Sets the controller for the idxth robot

SimulationDoorObjectInterface
SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface

SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface

SimulationRobotInterface

SimulationWallInterface

3.6

SimulationObjectInterface
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SimulationObjectInterface Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for SimulationObjectInterface:: is shown as:
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Detailed Description

This interface defines methods to manipulate all objects in simulation. In our
design, every physical entity including robot is considered as an object.
Physical properties including position, orientation, veloticites, forces and
torques of objects can be modified. Additionally objects contain color and
texture for visual purposes and these can be controlled with this interface.
All objects in the environment implement this interface.
See also:
Object
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface(p. 38)
SimulationRobotInterface
SimulationWallInterface
Public Member Functions
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
3.6.2

void getPosition (MacsVector3Ptr position)=0
void getOrientation (MacsMatrix3Ptr orientation)=0
void getOrientation (MacsVector3Ptr orientation)=0
void getLinearVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr linearVelocity)=0
void getAngularVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr angularVelocity)=0
void getForces (MacsVector3Ptr)=0
void getTorques (MacsVector3Ptr)=0
const double getHeadingR (void)=0
void setType (ObjectType type)=0
void setListId (int listId)=0
void setFrozen (bool frozen)=0
void setColor (float ∗c)=0
void setPosition (MacsVector3Ptr position)=0
void setOrientation (MacsMatrix3Ptr orientation)=0
void setOrientation (MacsVector3Ptr orientation)=0
void setLinearVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr linearVelocity)=0
void setAngularVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr angularVelocity)=0
void setForces (MacsVector3Ptr force)=0
void setTorques (MacsVector3Ptr torque)=0

Member Function Documentation

3.6.2.1 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getAngularVelocity
(MacsVector3Ptr angularVelocity)[pure virtual]
Get angular velocity in world coordinates.
See also:
Object::getAngularVelocity ()
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3.6.2.2 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getForces (MacsVector3Ptr)[pure
virtual]
Get force vector, accumulated on this object.
See also:
Object::getForces ()
3.6.2.3 virtual const double SimulationObjectInterface::getHeadingR (void)[pure virtual]
Get heading.
See also:
Object::getHeadingR()
3.6.2.4 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getLinearVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr linearVelocity)[pure virtual]
Get linear velocity of the object in world coordinates.
See also:
Object::getLinearVelocity ()
3.6.2.5 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getOrientation (MacsVector3Ptr orientation)[pure virtual]
Get orientation in world coordinates in euler angles.
See also:
Object::getOrientation()
3.6.2.6 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getOrientation (MacsMatrix3Ptr orientation)[pure virtual]
Get orientation in world coordinates, into the transformation matrix.
See also:
Object::getOrientation()
3.6.2.7 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getPosition (MacsVector3Ptr position)[pure virtual]
Get position in world coordinates.
See also:
Object::getPosition ()
3.6.2.8 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getTexture (int &
id, string & fileName)[pure virtual]
Get a unique id of the object’s texture + file name that texture is loaded
from.
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3.6.2.9 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::getTorques (MacsVector3Ptr)[pure virtual]
Get torque applied to the object in 3 axis.
See also:
Object::getTorques ()
3.6.2.10 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setAngularVelocity
(MacsVector3Ptr angularVelocity)[pure virtual]
Set angular velocity in world reference frame.
See also:
Object::setAngularVelocity()
3.6.2.11 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setColor (float ∗ c)[pure
virtual]
Set color of the object based on its rgb values.
See also:
Object::setColor()
3.6.2.12 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setForces (MacsVector3Ptr
force)[pure virtual]
Apply force to the object, in different axis.
See also:
Object::setForces()
3.6.2.13 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setFrozen (bool frozen)[pure
virtual]
freeze
See also:
Object::setFrozen()
3.6.2.14 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setLinearVelocity (MacsVector3Ptr linearVelocity)[pure virtual]
Set linear velocity in world reference frame.
See also:
Object::setLinearVelocity()
3.6.2.15 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setListId (int listId)[pure virtual]
set list id
See also:
Object::setListId()
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3.6.2.16 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setOrientation (MacsVector3Ptr orientation)[pure virtual]
Set object orientation, based on the given euler angles.
Set the absolute oriention of the corresponding basic or composite environment object. In its current version of MACSIM, changing orientations of
’fixed composite environment objects’ is not supported. Thus, one should check
whether the composite object is fixed or not, prior to calling this function. Thus,
only portable objects can be reoriented by this function, where each component
will be positioned itself, according to their relative positions.
This function does not make any check for collisions. So be careful when
explicitly setting position of any object.
Parameters:
orientation vector is an array of size 3, where orientation is defined over
euler angles, on axis, x-y-z
See also:
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getFixed()(p. 39)
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::isObstacle()(p. 41)
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getOrientation()(p. 34)
SimulationObjectInterface::setOrientation()(p. 36);
Object::setOrientation()
3.6.2.17 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setOrientation (MacsMatrix3Ptr orientation)[pure virtual]
Set object orientation, based on the given tranformation matrix.
Set the absolute orienttion of the corresponding basic or composite environment object. In its current version of MACSIM, changing orientations of
’fixed composite environment objects’ is not supported. Thus, one should check
whether the composite object is fixed or not, prior to calling this function. Thus,
only portable objects can be reoriented by this function, where each component
will be positioned itself, according to their relative positions.
This function does not make any check for collisions. So be careful when
explicitly setting position of any object.
Parameters:
orientation matrix is a 2D array of 3x3, storing rotation information of
the 4x4 transformation matrices.
See also:
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getFixed()(p. 39)
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::isObstacle()(p. 41)
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getOrientation()(p. 34)
SimulationObjectInterface::setOrientation()(p. 36);
Object::setOrientation()
3.6.2.18 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setPosition (MacsVector3Ptr position)[pure virtual]
Set object position, (x,y,z) in world coordinates.
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Set the absolute position of the corresponding basic or composite environment object. In its current version of MACSIM, changing positions of ’fixed
composite environment objects’ is not supported. Thus, one should check
whether the composite object is fixed or not, prior to calling this function.
Thus, only portable objects can be relocated by this function, where each component will be positioned itself, according to their relative positions.
This function does not make any check for collisions. So be careful when
explicitly setting position of any object.
Parameters:
vector is an array of 3 values, each representing one axis.
See also:
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getFixed()(p. 39)
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::isObstacle()(p. 41)
SimulationObjectInterface::setPosition()(p. 36);
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getPosition()(p. 34)
Object::setPosition(MacsVector3Ptr position)
3.6.2.19 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setTexture (string
fileName)[pure virtual]
Set the texture of the object based on the file name.
3.6.2.20 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setTorques (MacsVector3Ptr torque)[pure virtual]
Apply torque to the object, in different axis.
See also:
Object::setTorques()
3.6.2.21 virtual void SimulationObjectInterface::setType (ObjectType type)[pure virtual]
Set type.
See also:
Object::setType()
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SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::
SimulationObjectInterface
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface

3.7.1

Detailed Description

All physical entities other than the walls and the robots are EnvironmentObjects. This interface allows easy access to EnvironmentObjects. There are
two main types of EnvironmentObjects: Fixed and Portable objects. Fixed
objects can not move, these objects can be used to model ramps heavy immobile
obstacles, etc. Portable objects can be moved by Kurt, and move according to
rigid body dynamics. This interface also allows mass, density and magnetizable
properties of the objects to be modified. User can also define custom colors and
shapes for the object and obtain parameters of the object geometry.
See also:
ObjectGeometry
UserDefinedShape
UserDefinedColor
Public Member Functions
virtual int setCylinderDimensions (double radius, double height)=0
virtual int setSphereDimensions (double radius)=0
virtual int setBoxDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
virtual int setRampWidthHeightAngle (double width, double height,
double angle)=0
virtual int setRampWidthDepthAngle (double width, double depth,
double angle)=0
virtual int getCylinderDimensions (double &radius, double &height)=0
virtual int getSphereDimensions (double &radius)=0
virtual int getBoxDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
virtual int getRampDimensions (double &width, double &height, double &depth, double &angle)=0
3.7.2

Member Function Documentation

3.7.2.1 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::destroy
(void)[pure virtual]
Destroy the environment object’s physical body and graphics.
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3.7.2.2 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getBoxDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is box.
If underlying geometry is not a box, fills the parameters with -1. Use this
function after checking the geometry of the object.
See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.3 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getCylinderDimensions (double & radius, double & height)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is cylinder.
If underlying geometry is not a cylinder, fills the parameters with -1. Use
this function after checking the geometry of the object.
See also:
CylinderObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.4 virtual double SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getDensity (void)[pure virtual]
Get density of the environment object, if object is not fixed. EnvironmentObject::getDensity().
3.7.2.5 virtual bool SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getFixed
(void)[pure virtual]
Set to fixed or portable EnvironmentObject::getFixed().
3.7.2.6 virtual bool SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getMagnetizable
(void)[pure virtual]
Get magnetization of the object.
3.7.2.7 virtual double SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getMass (void)[pure virtual]
Get mass of the environment object, if object is not fixed. EnvironmentObject::getMass().
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3.7.2.8 virtual ObjectGeometry∗ SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getObjectGeometry (void)[pure virtual]
Get ObjectGeometry in order to change the dimensions of the object if
possible EnvironmentObject::getObjectGeometry().
3.7.2.9 virtual const ObjectGeometryType SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getObjectGeometryType (void)[pure virtual]
Get type of the object geometry directly EnvironmentObject::getObjectGeometryType().
3.7.2.10 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getRampDimensions (double & width, double & height, double & depth, double
& angle)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is a ramp.
In reality, ramp is simply a box, which is rotated and embedded into the
ground. However, from an observers point of view, its have properties like
height, slant angle, width or depth. One can define a ramp by a tuple, either
(width, height, angle) or (width, depth, angle). Thus, the interface functions
provide access adn change through this properties. Inside, corresponding box
dimension code is called.
The parameter list contains redundancy, since only three of them are enough
to define a ramp. But they are included because users may need any of them.
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.11 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getSphereDimensions (double & radius)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is sphere.
If underlying geometry is not a sphere, fills the parameters with -1. Use this
function after checking the geometry of the object.
See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.12 virtual string SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getUserData (void)[pure virtual]
Get user data of this environment objects EnvironmentObject::getUserData().
3.7.2.13 virtual UserDefinedColor SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getUserDefinedColor (void)[pure virtual]
Get user defined color of the object. Need not to reflect physical shape.
EnvironmentObject::getUserDefinedColor().
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3.7.2.14 virtual UserDefinedShape SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::getUserDefinedShape (void)[pure virtual]
Get user defined shape of the object. Need not to reflect physical shape.
EnvironmentObject::getUserDefinedShape().
3.7.2.15 virtual bool SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::isObstacle
(void)[pure virtual]
Get whether fixed or not.
3.7.2.16 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setBoxDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is box.
If underlying geometry is not a box, this function will not have any effect.
Use this function after checking the geometry of the object
See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.17 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setCylinderDimensions (double radius, double height)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is cylinder.
If underlying geometry is not a cylinder, this function will not have any
effect. Use this function after checking the geometry of the object
See also:
CylinderObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.18 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setDensity
(double density)[pure virtual]
Set density of the environment object, if object is not fixed. Will change
mass EnvironmentObject::setDensity().
3.7.2.19 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setMagnetizable
(bool b)[pure virtual]
Set magnetizable property of the object, so it can be attached by the crane
EnvironmentObject::setMagnetizable().
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3.7.2.20 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setMass
(double density)[pure virtual]
Set mass of the environment object, if object is not fixed. Will change
density. EnvironmentObject::setMass().
3.7.2.21 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setRampWidthDepthAngle (double width, double depth, double angle)[pure
virtual]
Set dimensions of the ramp, by stating its width, depth, and angle.
In reality, ramp is simply a box, which is rotated and embedded into the
ground. However, from an observers point of view, its have properties like
height, slant angle, width or depth. One can define a ramp by a tuple, either
(width, height, angle) or (width, depth, angle). Thus, the interface functions
provide access adn change through this properties. Inside, corresponding box
dimension code is called.
If underlying geometry is not a box, this function will not have any effect.
Use this function after checking the geometry of the object.
See also:
setRampWidthDepthAngle()(p. 42)
ObjectGeomety
RampObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.22 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setRampWidthHeightAngle (double width, double height, double angle)[pure
virtual]
Set dimensions of the ramp, by stating its width, height, and angle.
In reality, ramp is simply a box, which is rotated and embedded into the
ground. However, from an observers point of view, its have properties like
height, slant angle, width or depth. One can define a ramp by a tuple, either
(width, height, angle) or (width, depth, angle). Thus, the interface functions
provide access adn change through this properties. Inside, corresponding box
dimension code is called.
If underlying geometry is not a box, this function will not have any effect.
Use this function after checking the geometry of the object.
See also:
setRampWidthDepthAngle()(p. 42)
ObjectGeomety
RampObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
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3.7.2.23 virtual int SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setSphereDimensions (double radius)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is sphere.
If underlying geometry is not a sphere, this function will not have any effect.
Use this function after checking the geometry of the object
See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType()(p. 40)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.7.2.24 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setUserData (string userData)[pure virtual]
Set a user data for the environment object, might be used to group similar
objects in same userData EnvironmentObject::setUserData().
3.7.2.25 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setUserDefinedColor (UserDefinedColor color)[pure virtual]
Get user defined color of the object. Need not to reflect physical shape.
EnvironmentObject::setUserDefinedColor().
3.7.2.26 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setUserDefinedShape (int t)[pure virtual]
Set user defined shape of the object. Need not to reflect physical shape.
EnvironmentObject::setUserDefinedShape().
3.7.2.27 virtual void SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface::setUserDefinedShape (UserDefinedShape shape)[pure virtual]
Set user defined shape of the object. Need not to reflect physical shape.
EnvironmentObject::setUserDefinedShape().
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3.8

SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::
SimulationObjectInterface
SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface
SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface

3.8.1

Detailed Description

This interface is mainly employed in order to change dimensions of components
of composite environment objects. However, this process is a little complex,
since you should convert SimulationEnvironmentObjectInterface(p. 38)
objects to SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface objects via (void
∗). Besides its complexity, since it is not permitted to change the relative positions of components, only changing dimensions of components, one by one, will
be useless.
Public Member Functions
virtual int getComponentCount (void)=0
virtual const ObjectGeometryType getComponentGeometryType (int
index)=0
virtual int setCylinderDimensions (int componentIndex, double radius, double height)=0
virtual int setSphereDimensions (int componentIndex, double radius)=0
virtual int setBoxDimensions (int componentIndex, MacsVector3 dims)=0
virtual int getCylinderDimensions (int componentIndex, double &radius, double &height)=0
virtual int getSphereDimensions (int componentIndex, double &radius)=0
virtual int getBoxDimensions (int componentIndex, MacsVector3 dims)=0
3.8.2

Member Function Documentation

3.8.2.1 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::getBoxDimensions (int componentIndex, MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is box.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a box, fills the parameters
with -1. Use this function after checking the geometry If component has invalid
index, parameters are filled with -1.
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See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.8.2.2 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::getComponentCount (void)[pure virtual]
Returns:
the number of components in this composite object
3.8.2.3 virtual const ObjectGeometryType SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::getComponentGeometryType (int index)[pure virtual]
Get type of the component geometry directly CompositeEnvironmentObject::getObjectGeometryType().
Using this function, users are able to call correct functions for setting or
getting geometry dimensions
Returns:
object geometry type
3.8.2.4 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::getCylinderDimensions (int componentIndex, double & radius, double &
height)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is cylinder.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a cylinder, fills the parameters with -1. Use this function after checking the geometry If component has
invalid index, parameters are filled with -1.
See also:
CylinderObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.8.2.5 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::getSphereDimensions (int componentIndex, double & radius)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is sphere.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a sphere, fills the parameters
with -1. Use this function after checking the geometry If component has invalid
index, parameters are filled with -1.
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See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::getDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.8.2.6 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::setBoxDimensions (int componentIndex, MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is box.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a box, this function will not
have any effect. Use this function after checking the geometry of the component.
If component has invalid index, this function again will have no effect.
See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.8.2.7 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::setCylinderDimensions (int componentIndex, double radius, double height)[pure
virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is cylinder.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a cylinder, this function
will not have any effect. Use this function after checking the geometry of the
component. If component has invalid index, this function again will have no
effect.
See also:
CylinderObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Parameters:
component is the index of the component
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
3.8.2.8 virtual int SimulationCompositeEnvironmentObjectInterface::setSphereDimensions (int componentIndex, double radius)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the underlying geom, if it is sphere.
If underlying geometry of the component is not a sphere, this function will
not have any effect. Use this function after checking the geometry of the component. If component has invalid index, this function again will have no effect.
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See also:
SphereObjectGeometry::setDimensions()
getObjectGeometryType(int index)
ObjectGeometry
Returns:
1 if dimensions are successfully set, 0 otherwise
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3.9

SimulationDoorObjectInterface Class Reference

Inheritance diagram for SimulationDoorObjectInterface::
SimulationObjectInterface
SimulationDoorObjectInterface

3.9.1

Detailed Description

This interface is used to access and modify the door-button structure, which is
composed of a door and switch which triggers the door’s opening. Doors might
be included and used without any button also. However, you should virtually
triiger the button in such situations.
Public Member Functions
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
3.9.2

int setDoorFixedPartDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
int setDoorDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
int getDoorFixedPartDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
int getDoorDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)=0
void getDoorFixedPartColor (float ∗color)=0
void getDoorColor (float ∗color)=0
void getSwitchFixedPartColor (float ∗color)=0
void getSwitchColor (float ∗color)=0
void setDoorFixedPartColor (float ∗color)=0
void setDoorColor (float ∗color)=0
void setSwitchFixedPartColor (float ∗color)=0
void setSwitchColor (float ∗color)=0
void getDoorPosition (MacsVector3 position)=0
void getSwitchPosition (MacsVector3 position)=0
void setDoorPosition (MacsVector3 position)=0
void setSwitchPosition (MacsVector3 position)=0
bool isSwitchTriggered ()=0
void setSwitchTriggered (bool trigger)=0
DoorGapAmount getDoorGapAmount ()=0

Member Function Documentation

3.9.2.1 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorColor
(float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Get the color of the opening part of the door.
Parameters:
color should be allocated before (as an array with 4 elements). It will be
filled with rgb values, in [0-1] range
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3.9.2.2 virtual int SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorDimensions
(MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the opening part of the door.
The geometry of the moving (sliding) part of the door is box. Thus, it is
possible to get the physical box dimensions
3.9.2.3 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorFixedPartColor (float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Get the color of the door part, which is fixed.
Parameters:
color should be allocated before (as an array with 4 elements). It will be
filled with rgb values, in [0-1] range
3.9.2.4 virtual int SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorFixedPartDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Get dimensions of the door part, which is fixed.
The geometry of the fixed part of the door is box. Thus, it is possible to
get the physical box dimensions
3.9.2.5 virtual DoorGapAmount SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorGapAmount ()[pure virtual]
Get if the door is opened, closed or in the middle.
This function is used to get the current state of the door. Its condition is
represented as fully-closed, fully-opened, and half close (half open).
See also:
DoorGapAmount
3.9.2.6 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getDoorPosition
(MacsVector3 position)[pure virtual]
Get the door position.
The position of the door is taken as the position of the moving (sliding) part
of the door, because fixed part is not really the functional part of the doorbutton structure. Furthermore, in some situations, the door-button structure
might be designed with hinge joints and rotating components, such that, size
of the fixed parts might be too small.
3.9.2.7 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getSwitchColor
(float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Get the color of the opening part of the switch.
The color corresponds to the upper platform of the switch.
Parameters:
color should be allocated before (as an array with 4 elements). It will be
filled with rgb values, in [0-1] range
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3.9.2.8 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getSwitchFixedPartColor (float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Get the color of the fixed part of the switch.
Parameters:
color should be allocated before (as an array with 4 elements). It will be
filled with rgb values, in [0-1] range
3.9.2.9 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::getSwitchPosition
(MacsVector3 position)[pure virtual]
Get the switch’s position.
The position of the switch is taken as the position of the moving (lowering)
part of the switch.
3.9.2.10 virtual bool SimulationDoorObjectInterface::isSwitchTriggered
()[pure virtual]
Switch is said to be triggered if it is fully pressedÃ167.
Check the relative positions of lower and upper components of the switch.
In order to be triggered, it should be pressed in maximum amount OR it should
be triggered virtually using setSwitchTriggered()(p. 51) function.
See also:
setSwitchTriggered()(p. 51)
3.9.2.11 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setDoorColor
(float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Set the color of the opening part of the door.
Parameters:
color should be a float array of 4 elements. All color values should be
scaled in [0-1] range.
3.9.2.12 virtual int SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setDoorDimensions
(MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the opening part of the door.
The geometry of the moving (sliding) part of the door is box. Thus, it is
possible to set the dimensions
No collision check is performed, so be careful when enlarging it.
3.9.2.13 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setDoorFixedPartColor (float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Set the color of the door part, which is fixed.
Parameters:
color should be a float array of 4 elements. All color values should be
scaled in [0-1] range.
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3.9.2.14 virtual int SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setDoorFixedPartDimensions (MacsVector3 dims)[pure virtual]
Set dimensions of the door part, which is fixed.
The geometry of the fixed part of the door is box. Thus, it is possible to
set the dimensions.
No collision check is performed, so be careful when enlarging it.
3.9.2.15 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setDoorPosition
(MacsVector3 position)[pure virtual]
Set the door position.
The moving (sliding) part of the door is transformed into the new position.
The static part will be relocated such that the relative orientations and positions
of these two parts would not change. Thus fixed part’s position will be changed
based on the change in the moving (sliding) part’s position.
3.9.2.16 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setSwitchColor
(float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Set the color of the opening part of the switch.
The color corresponds to the upper platform of the switch.
Parameters:
color should be a float array of 4 elements. All color values should be
scaled in [0-1] range.
3.9.2.17 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setSwitchFixedPartColor (float ∗ color)[pure virtual]
Set the color of the fixed part of the switch.
Parameters:
color should be a float array of 4 elements. All color values should be
scaled in [0-1] range.
3.9.2.18 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setSwitchPosition
(MacsVector3 position)[pure virtual]
Set the switch’s position.
The moving (lowering) part of the switch is transformed into the new
poition. The static base part will be relocated based on the change of moving (lowering) part, in order to preserve relative position and orientation.
3.9.2.19 virtual void SimulationDoorObjectInterface::setSwitchTriggered
(bool trigger)[pure virtual]
Virtually presses button if the parameter is true.
This function is used to open the door, without triggering the button physically. If the button is virtually triggered using this function, isSwitchTriggered
function will always return true, and door will be opened. If it is virtually
’un-triggered’, the mechanism will obey the physical rules.
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